Hey Lady - Led Zeppelin

[Intro]
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Oh, you got so much...

This is played like this:

A:-------------
B:-------------
G:-------------
E:-------------
D:-------------
G(no 3rd)
A(no 3rd)

This is played like this:

A:------------------
B:------------------
G:------------------
E:------------------
D:------------------
G:------------------
A:------------------

(E:--3-3-3-3-3------------5-5-5--5-5--3-3-3-3-3-|------3-----------|)
(A:--5-5-5-5------------7-7-7--9-7--5-5-5-5-5---|------2---------0-|)
(D:o---------------------|---------------------o|------3---3--3--2-|)
(G:o---------------------|---------------------o|------3---2--2----|)

This is played like this:

E:-----------|---------------|------------------------|
D:---4p0----|-----0h2--2h4~-|-------4p0------0--0--2--0~--|
B:--------------|---------------|------------------------|
G:---------------1--3-3-3-6-------15-15-15--18------------------|
A:-------------------3-------3---------3-----------3-------3---3-|
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